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Abstract 
In this paper, I claim that Thai wh-adjuncts occur in a predictable order relative to one 
another.  They have been traditionally described as not occuring in a rigid order with respect 
to one another (Hoonchamlong 1991, Sornlertlamvanich, Charoenporn, and Isahara 1997).  
Their claim is based on non wh-adjuncts (i.e. locative, temporal and rationale) that may occur 
in-situ or at the beginning of the clause.  I contradict such a claim and argue that Thai wh-
adjuncts occur in a predictable order relative to one another.   
 
Also, I establish a further claim that there are two distinct classes of wh-adjuncts: VP wh-
adjuncts and IP wh-adjuncts.  This distinction can explain why there are asymmetries within 
the class of wh-adjuncts with respect to focus movement.  Some wh-adjuncts are only locally 
re-ordered (short scrambling) and others undergo A' movement.  This is attributable to the 
fact that VP wh-adjuncts and IP wh-adjuncts choose different strategies for focus 
displacement.  Focus is derived by short scrambling for the former, while it is derived by A' 
movement for the latter.  This supports Hoonsringam’s claim (2001) that wh-adjuncts, in 
particular ‘why’ in-situ, can also be interpreted as a focus asking for a reason that motivates 
proposition.  She however argues that the fronted ‘why’ and the in-situ ‘why’ are semantically 
different in that the former asks for a reason that motivates an event, while the latter asks for a 
reason/purpose or something which is a result of an event.       
 
 
Data 
 
(1) a. Q:  Lék  cà? ri…ancòp         [mπfl…arày]     
                  fut    graduate  when 
        When will Lek graduate?                  Wh in-situ 
 
  A:  pi… nâ… 
        year  next     
        Next year  
 
 b. Q:  [mπfl…arày] Lék cà? ri…ancòp    
            when                fut graduate 
  When is it exactly that Lek will graduate?         Wh-movement 
 
  A:  hên  wâ… cà? sø`…p kla…Ν dπ…an nâ… 
       see  comp fut defend middle month next 
  She told me that she will be defending in the middle of next month. 
 
 
(2)   a.    Nít mây yà… [thammay]  
                                neg divorce     why 
                 = (i)  Nit did not divorce and why is that so?                 Wh in-situ 
                ≠ (ii)  Why was it exactly that Nid did not divorce? 
 
   b.    [thammay] Nít mây yà…          
                       why                 neg       divorce 
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  Why was it exactly that Nit did not divorce?                        Wh-movement
  
(3) a. * Nít thπ‡Ν yà… [thammay]  
              even divorce     why 
       Why was it exactly that Nit divorced?                 Wh in-situ 
  
 b.    [thammay] Nít thπ‡Ν yà… 
                       why                 even    divorce 
                      Why was it exactly that Nit divorced?                                          Wh-movement 
 
 
(4)   a.     * man cÆΝ cà? mç $/  [yaΝΝay]  
                          it          fut appropriate   how 
                   How will it be appropriate?                  Wh in-situ 
 
            b.    [yaΝΝay]  man cÆΝ cà? mç $/ 
  how  it  fut appropriate    
  How will it be appropriate?                          Wh-movement 
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